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Abstract—Analysis and classification of massive network traffic
that consists of multiple data sources is a challenging task for
both network providers and system administrators. In this paper,
we introduce a novel network traffic classifier PL-CHMM based
on Coupled Hidden Markov Models (CHMM) using the Packet-
Level features in network traffic flows. Results show that our PL-
CHMM based traffic classifier can achieve more than 90%
accuracy, in classifying every test dataset, which outperforms
other separate HMM based traffic classifiers.

Index Terms—Traffic Classification, Coupled HMMs, Baum-
Welch algorithm, Matlab

I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning and statistical approaches have been

considered more promising and robust to encryption, privacy,
protocol obfuscation. Network traffic classification is defined
as the process of analyzing traffic flows and associating them
to different categories of network application, which is an
essential task in the whole pipeline of network management
and security. However, the emergence of different new
applications, such as Multi-Player Online Games, P2P IPTV,
etc, makes it impossible for classic classifiers [1][6] based on
transport protocol ports or packet payload to identify.
Moreover, the design of the traffic disguising techniques such
as protocol encapsulation, encrypted transmission, and
transport over non-standard ports makes traffic classification
even harder. Therefore, in order to overcome these challenges,
many research efforts move on to machine learning based
approach by taking statistical properties of the network traffic
as features for traffic classification.

Currently, most traffic classification methods based on
machine learning hold the assumption that on flow-level
features for a traffic flow such as flow duration, packet length
and transmitted bytes, can distinguish different types of traffic
flows. In general, these classifiers need to analyze all the
possible flow-level features from data traffic collections, which
may contain dozens of candidate features, select the primary
feature set from the candidate feature set, and use it as the
training set in a machine learning algorithm. The selection
procedure is very critical because a poorly constructed feature
set can lead to the low adaptability of the model, over fitting or
under fitting. On the contrary, packet-level features of a

network flow only include Inter Packet Time (IPT) and
Payload Size (PS), which enables more efficient feature flow
extraction methods than conventional methods on Flow-Level.
Thus, Packet-Level feature extraction is especially suitable for
developing real-time traffic classifiers.

Coupled HMMs [2][3] has been proved that can describe
the dynamics of a discrete-time Markov process that links
together a number of distinct standard hidden Markov models.
IPT and PS sequences can be seen as two interacting processes
instead of independent course, so we model the two properties
with coupled HMMs for more veracious recognition.

We introduce a network traffic classifier named PL-CHMM
based on Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) using the
Packet-Level features in network traffic flows. This method
builds PL-CHMM via two packet level features, IPT and PS,
using a Gaussian observation. Then, after training this model
with Baum-Welch algorithm, we calculate a new prediction
probability based on the joint state sequence. The PL-CHMM
has a good identification accuracy of more than 80%, up to
99% in some cases. Traffic flow is characterized by packet-
level information, and feature sequence set extracted from real
network traffic is used to validate the correctness of the model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
gives a brief description of related works. Section III provides
details on model construction, training algorithm and parameter
estimation. Section IV shows the experiment and results and
give out the performance promotion calculating via Matlab.
Section V presents conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

Due to basic assumption that different flows can exhibit
different transportation patterns, most machine learning based
traffic classification methods [7,8,9] try to capture flow-level
features such as flow duration, packet length and transmitted
bytes. It often takes a lot of processing time for these classifiers
to sift through many candidate features and perform
redundancy filtering such as Correlation-based Filter System
(CFS). For example, Andrew Moore et al.[7] presented a
statistical approach to classify the traffic into different types of
services using a supervised model. A naïve Bayes classifier,
combined with kernel estimation and a correlation-based
filtering algorithm was trained to solve the classification



problem on offline TCP traces, obtaining accuracy over 95%.
Jeffery Erman et al.[9] compared the performance of
unsupervised machine learning algorithms in traffic
classification, including DBSCAN, AutoClass, and K-Means.
Erman has used more than 200 features representing a net flow,
which makes pre-processing of the method a little complicated.

Alberto et al.[10] also proposed a HMM based classifier
using Packet-Level properties. It makes an assumption that the
sequence consists of Inter Packet Time (IPT) and Payload Size
(PS), used to build the HMM, obeys Gamma [10] distribution.
And then the author assumes that the IPT and PS are mutually
independent, which contracts with the conclusion of the paper
[11]. Therefore, the constructed HMM lacks some theoretical
proof.

III. PL-CHMMS

In our system, we first choose IPT and PS in training sets as
observation sequences with the assumption that both of features
follow GMM distribution. The parameters for each GMM for
IPT and PS can be estimated through EM procedure. After that,
we employ segmental K-means algorithm to train CHMM for
each network application type respectively;

In order to combine two HMM models for IPT and PS into
a coupled model, we select the application type whose
evaluation probability has the maximum value as the identified
application type. The following subsections describe our PL-
CHMMmodels in detail.

A. Packet-Level Properties
Instead of flow-level properties, we use more general one to

characterize network flow: Packet-Level properties consists of
IPT and PS. Figure 1 shows IPT and PS in a network flow.
Quantities of experiments have proved that different flows
would maintain different Packet-Level information [7], which
makes characterization of flows using Packet-Level properties
feasible. Furthermore, it can enlarge the applicable range of
MLs to UDP based flows, making other new applications
transmission based on UDP identifiable.

Fig. 1. IPT & PS diagram in traffic flow

B. Develop PL-CHMM
Detail of our PL-CHMM model is given out taking IPT and

PS these two observation sequences as input:

Fig. 2. Coupled HMMs Structure
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For each kind of network application we build a Coupled

HMM with packet level properties IPT and PS an
observation sequences and using the joint Vertibi path and
state transition matrix we can calculate the probability of
each sequence and then distinguish application types from
complex network flows.

C. Model Selection and Maximum likelihood Parameter
Estimation
1) GMM selection based on BIC
Basic thought of BIC is the maximum likelihood of the

sample minus the model complexity. In GMM, BIC can be
described as:
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ij is number j GMMmodel of hidden state i in GMM
model clusters, it can be described as:
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For GMMmodel in state i, model selection is to find a *
i

to maximize )( *
iBIC  :
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2) Maximum likelihood Parameter Estimation
In maximum likelihood estimation, the non-standard part is

the belief propagation in the computation of hidden state
probabilities. The maximization equations for the observation
models are identical to those for HMMs. Thus we only describe
here the derivation of the forward-backward recursions for the
CHMM.

We use the following notation:

},{ 11
TT BAO  is the observation sequence and TA1 stands

for IPT sequences and TB1 stands for PS sequences.

),|( 1 ttt yxxP  are the state transition probabilities of the
IPT chain.

),|( 1 ttt yxyP  state transition probabilities of the PS chain.

)( 1xP and )( 1yP are the prior probabilities of the IPT and PS
chain, respectively.

We define a vairable for each chain
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backward recursions for standard HMMs are defined as
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Then
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The loop in the CHMM prevents a split of the backward

recursions into two un-coupled recursions. We are thus forced
to perform a clustering operation of all the nodes in a loop,
which leads to the following recursion:
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D.Maintain the Assessing Value
We propose a statistic model using (IPT, PS) sequences set

as input and calculate the assessing value using joint
Viterbi path and transition matrix. In order to avoid the
problem that assessing value is too small, we compute sum of
logs instead of doing multiplication.

ALGRTHM1 ASSESSING AND RECOGNATION ALGORITHM

1 for each sequence
2 do for i ← 1 to NumofTypes
3 do load Mode[i]
4 AssessValue(i) ← 0
5 for j ← 1 to length[Seq]
6 do AssessValue(i)=AssessValue(i)+

log(chmm.P(joint.state(j),joint.state(j+1)))
7 return getTypeID(Max(AssessValue(i)))

IV. EXPERMENT AND RESULT

A. Data Illustraion and Pro-precessing
Our test datasets for evaluating the classifier covers a series

of application types. TABLE II lists all the types of traffic
datasets for test. We decide to apply the proposed model to
these traffic types for several reasons. First, the selected traffic
types including both UDP and TCP traffic are quite different
from each other in terms of the application behavior. Second,
games traffic, representing a new and interesting traffic class,
generates a significant share of today’s Internet traffic. It is
reported that 3 − 4% of all packets in a backbone could be
associated with only 6 popular games [15]. Third, HTTP and
SMTP are the mostly commonly used applications over
Internet.



Referring to new traffic typologies, we consider game
traffic, Age of Mythology (AoM) [15], a Microsoft Multi-
Player Strategy Game. QQ is a popular IM application with
hundreds of millions users, developed by Tencent [17]. The
P2P video streaming we labeled as “PPLive” is acquired from a
random video on PPLive [18], and the QQ application are
captured from a Linux PC machine in our laboratory using
TCPDUMP.

An important aspect of our methodology is that in the
evaluation of IPT and PS distributions we exclude packets with
empty payload. Since we wanted to characterize the traffic
generated by the applications, independent as much as possible
of TCP itself, we decided to drop all TCP-specific packets,
such as connection establishment packets (SYN-ACK-
SYNACK) and pure acknowledgment packets. Then, we divide
the sequence set into two portions: training set and test set,
detailed in TABLE III.

In consideration the condition that the sequences for the
Maximum likelihood estimation of model training cannot be
very long to avoid overtraining, we did some segmentation to
separate long sequences into suitable length. After an amount
of experiments, we find that sequences with length of around
100 can not only be successfully trained in not too long time
but also the model has considerable recognition rate.

TABLE I. TRAFFIC DATASET DETAILS

Application
Type

Protocol Size(M
B)

Valid
Packets

Flows

Game(AoM) UDP 4.9 68860 75
HTTP TCP 3.4 49406 7619
SMTP TCP 5.4 50426 3853
IM(MSN&QQ) UDP&TCP 6.2 58002 2728
Video(PPlive) UDP&TCP 10.3 70356 124
P2P(Edonkey) UDP&TCP 23 199972 3003

TABLE II. TRAINING AND TESTING DATASET

Application
Type

Training
Set

Test Set

Game(AoM) 13 14
HTTP 357 357
SMTP 559 559
IM(MSN&QQ) 407 408
Video(PPlive) 6 6
P2P(Edonkey) 401 401

TABLE III. NUMBER OF SEQUCENCES AFTER SEGMENTATION

Application
Type

Segments

Game(AoM) 686
HTTP 876
SMTP 917
IM(MSN&QQ) 1219
Video(PPlive) 705
P2P(Edonkey) 279

B. PL-CHMM Example
We use training set 1 to estimate our PL-CHMMs, with

different setting of hidden state number corresponding with
different kinds of typologies. Taking HTTP as an example, the
IPT state size is configured to 2, whereas PS state is set to 2.

The initial parameters are generated randomly, and the BW
algorithm convergences after less than 10 iterations. The
trained PL-CHMM parameters are showed in TABLE V.

Figure 4 displays the converged PL-CHMM using Gaussian
observation of HTTP protocol. It is easy to notice that the PL-
CHMMs can figure out the characterization of IPT and PS
distribution for further classifying this typology.

TABLE IV. PARAMETERS OF CONVERGENT PL-CHMM

IPT states 2
PS states 2

Initial State
Probabilities

0 0 0 1

State
Transition
Matrix

0.7367 0.2141 0.0000 0.0459
0 0 0.1561 0.1362

0.1062 0.1445 0.2855 0.2906
0.1571 0.6415 0.5584 0.5273

Fig. 3. Joint Viterbi Path of PL-CHMM
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C. Results
1) Experiment Environment
All of our experiments are performing on Matlab numerical

computing environment, and we implement the classification
process on a normal PC, whose details mentioned in TABLE V.

TABLE V. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION

Environment Information
Matlab Version 7.0.0 19920 R14

OS Windows 7

PC Dell Optiplex 990
Intel Core i7-2600
4G RAM

2) Experiment Results
In TABLE VI we show, summarized through a confusion

matrix, the results of the classification performed on the test
sets. Each row represents the classification correctness (in
percentage) over a different application test set (e.g. the cell
corresponding to the HTTP row and SMTP column tells us that
1.68% of the flows from the HTTP traffic have been
erroneously classified as SMTP).

TABLE VI. CLASSIFICATION RESULT OF PLCHMMS

% VIDEO GAME HTTP IM SMTP P2P
VIDEO 95.1 0 2.07 2.83 0 0
GAME 0 95.03 0 4.27 0.70 0
HTTP 0.56 1.00 95.36 1.4 1.68 0
IM 0.38 0.38 0.19 98.67 0.38 0
SMTP 0.49 5.99 3.18 4.16 82.18 4.01
P2P 2.49 0 0 0 0 97.51

All the correct classification percentages are shown on the
diagonal in bold. We can see that for all the application a
correct classification percentage above 90% is achieved, with
the best accuracy obtained 98% for QQ IM traffic, which is
higher than the best classifiers mentioned in the survey
paper[8]. AoM game traffic’s precision reaches 100%, which
lacks reliability for its flows size is too small. However, our
PLCHMM could characterize AoM traffic flow accurately
other than other typology. Comparatively, the result of SMTP
flow is lower than others. Probably the considered statistical
properties of such flows do not fit with their corresponding
models.

Moreover, we compare the classification precision with
other two HMM models, with observed variable obeying
different distributions (two HMMs without coupling and
Gamma distribution based HMM). As is shown in Fig.5,
PLCHMM outperforms in classification accuracy among these
HMM based models, especially in IM type flows, and other
types like SMTP and P2P, PLCHMMs also have considerable
classification rate.

In addition, we just use two Packet-Level properties in our
model, simpler than choosing hundreds of features in other
Machine Learning classifiers, and achieved good result.

Fig. 5. Comparison of PL-CHMMs and HMM-based Method

V. CONCLUSION
Traffic classification is an essential task for both network

management and network security solutions. This paper
proposed a Coupled HMM based traffic classification
technique using Packet-Level properties. We took both the IPT
and PS features to build our PL-CHMMs.Experimental results
show that our model is able to classify a number of traffic types
including traditional and novel Internet applications. And our
classifier outperforms other HMM-based classifiers in terms of
accuracy. For the future work, we plan to test the classifier
with more traffic applications such as SSH and use other
programing envrionment(like C/C++) to process more faster to
implement real time classification.
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